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Nathaniel Turner of Haldane Elementary School passes our ‘Alien Test’ with flying colours. (If the ‘flying 
saucers’ fly off his head, this means he must be an alien, possibly from Mars.) Actually, the negative charge 
from the Van de Graaff generator has more to do with the result. Nathaniel is in Diane Tarry’s class. 

 
What is happening at the BIG Little Science Centre? 

This December the BIG Little Science Centre is open to the public for some Christmas FUN. December hours are 
Thursdays December 10 and 17, Fridays December 11 and 18 from 3:00 pm to 5:00 pm and Saturdays December 
12 and 19 from 10:00 am to 4:00 pm.  
When it is cold or if you need a break from Christmas shopping, come on over to discover the two hands-on rooms 
with over 130 exhibits and our amazing shows. Call 250-554-2572 for more information, or visit our website: 
www.blscs.org   See you at the BIG Little Science Centre!!!  
  
Saturday, December 12 and Saturday, December 19 
Both shows at 11:00 am and 1:00 pm are going to feature some Christmas excitement!  We will explore Winter 
Science and Rockets for Santa Claus (aka: Alternative Methods of Transportation).  It is 2010 and Santa still uses 
reindeer and a sleigh to get around. Perhaps it is time to upgrade to some simple rocketry?  Adults and children are 
invited to visit. Put a little science fun into your life! See you at the BIG Little Science Centre! 
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The BIG Little Science Centre is open to the public at these times: 
Thursday 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM   Friday 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM  Saturday 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM 

On Saturdays, there are special shows/activities at 11:00 AM and 1:00 PM.    
CLOSED SUNDAYS and HOLIDAYS 

Phone: 250 554 2572   E-mail Gord@blscs.org  or  Susan@blscs.org 
 

Admission       Adults: $5.00       Children 6 to 16: $2.00       Under 6: Free      Family: $10.00 
Annual Membership: $35.00 
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You don’t need a Van de Graaff generator to make 
someone’s hair stand up. Cam Coates has his head rubbed 
with a balloon by Firekeeper Letendre. This puts a 
negative charge on the balloon and a positive charge on the 
strands of his hair. Like charges repel each other, so his 
hair stands up. Both students are in Diane Tarry’s class at 
Haldane Elementary School. 
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Thank You! 
 

Surplus Herby’s in Kamloops kindly donated a large number of Petri dishes to the BIG Little Science Centre. 
Many of these will be used by teachers at Bert Edwards Science and Technology School. This donation will 
be put to much use, and is very much appreciated. 
 
Generous donations were also received from Barbara Berndt of Parkcrest Elementary School and from 
Kathleen Richins. We appreciate your support very much. 
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Robert Boyle (1627-1691) 
He developed the experimental basis for Boyle’s Law, showed that air was necessary for 

sound transmission, life and candle flames, introduced acid-base tests with vegetable 

dyes, studied the expansive force of freezing water and was the first to suggest vacuum 

packing for food preservation. 

Kip Anastasiou, Ph.D. 
  

Boyle was born the last son of a large family – in fact the richest family in all of England and Ireland where the 
family had enormous estates. How the Boyle family obtained those estates is somewhat dubious. Robert Boyle 
was a sickly child, but unlike Christopher Wren, Boyle never achieved robust health. He spent some of his 
schooling at the newly emerging Eton, but when the beloved headmaster retired, his father took Boyle and his 
brother Francis out and sent them off to Geneva to be tutored. He quickly learned Italian and went off with his 
tutor for a yearlong tour of Italy when he was beginning to enter puberty. In the middle of the tour, his father, 
who had been sending a generous allowance, suddenly wrote to say that all his available money was being used 
to put down an Irish revolt, so get along as best you can with no money — maybe you could go to Holland and 
become a soldier (!). Sickly Robert remained in Geneva, sponging off his tutor for 4 years, in the middle of 
which, his father died. He somehow found some jewels, which he sold to make his way back to England. He 
had no idea what he would do when he got back to England, but after some time wandering around London, he 
found that he had a wealthy sister. She informed Robert that he too was wealthy with an estate in England and 
extensive holdings in Ireland —and that set the stage for his lifelong odyssey in science. 
            Boyle never attended a university but after a couple of years at his English estate, he moved to Oxford, 
not to enter the university but to begin his study of nature. He set up a lab and eventually hired the young 
Robert Hooke as an assistant. Hooke had a brilliant mind, brilliant technical ability and was a brilliant 
draughtsman. In short, he could make anything that a philosopher of science might desire. When Boyle wanted 
to study the ‘spring’ of air (air pressure), vacuum pumps existed (recall the horses pulling on two sides of an 
evacuated ball) but they weren’t very efficient, and they required two strong men to operate the pump with 
difficulty and with a less than acceptable resulting vacuum. Hooke re-designed the pump so that one man could 
easily operate it and obtained a very acceptable vacuum. 
            Using the enhanced pump Boyle was able to carry out literally hundreds of experiments, including those 
on living organisms, candles and, in the course of his work, the important studies on the spring of air which led 
to the modern concept of Boyles Law: the volume of a gas is inversely proportional to its density. 
Unfortunately, almost everywhere except England (and its former colonies) it is called Mariotte’s Law since he 
did the work earlier, even if he didn’t publish until after Boyle. Not to worry! Boyle was an incredibly busy 
researcher and found out about many interesting things. For example, he did extensive experiments on the 
transmission of sound employing a bell among other noisemakers, noting its diminution as the vacuum 
improved. He experimented with preserving food by vacuum packing it. He discovered and studied 
decompression sickness, astutely concluding that it was due to the formation of bubbles in the blood. 
            His studies in chemistry led him to an understanding of the differences between compounds and 
mixtures. He also developed ways of using vegetable dyes to test for the degree of acidity or alkalinity and used 
them in his studies —and there were many, many more discoveries by this skeptical ‘chymist’ (a perfectly good 
word for chemist – Oxford). 
            Quite early when Boyle was living and experimenting in Oxford, he joined with a group of enthusiastic 
experimentalists who met either at Oxford or in London, They were all super serious about their work and 
began meeting regularly to discuss it, often in the coffee houses of the day. They were a very serious and 
apparently very noisy bunch, who called themselves The Invisible College. In 1660, they received a charter 
from Charles II and became the Royal Society of London. 
            You might think that these serious minded, hard working and hard discussing philosophers would be 
very well respected. Not on your life! The wits of London considered them the most ridiculous bunch known to 
England and a constant flow of jokes about the ‘virtuosi’ (philosophers of science) ran through the town. And in 
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spite of giving them a charter, Charles II may very well have been having more fun than the best of the bunch at 
the expense of the philosophers. Eventually, the playwright Thomas Shadwell wrote a very popular satirical 
play, ‘The Virtuoso’. Most people thought it was a very satirical representation of Robert Hooke but it was 
really a composite. When Hooke, the only philosopher brave enough to attend the play, was spotted, fingers 
pointed and a roar of laughter ensued. Hooke was not pleased. However, the Royal Society survived the early 
jibes to become the most highly respected scientific society in the world. 
            As the work of the Invisible College morphed into the Royal Society in London, Boyle moved to 
London to live with his sister, carrying out his extensive experimentation and meeting with the like minded in 
the capital. 
            A side of Robert Boyle that was not well known was his intense work as an alchemist (which was also 
true of his alchemical correspondent, Isaac Newton!). At the time, it is now being realized, chemistry and 
alchemy merged pretty well seamlessly into each other. At least two books have now analyzed Boyle’s alchemy 
and show that the authors became impressed with the industry and the secrecy that the huge mass of Boyle’s 
papers has revealed. It has been a challenge because much of it is in code. He was deeply religious and because 
of this, one of his aims in achieving the Philosophers Stone was because he believed (incredibly!) that not only 
could he make gold, but it would allow him to ‘converse’ with the angels — and he was serious. He was always 
an aspiring adept (one who has achieved the Philosophers Stone) and never quite made it. 
            Boyle weakened as he aged and died just a week after his beloved sister (13 years older than him) in 
1691. Because of his deep religiosity, he contributed generously to the translation of the bible into many 
languages. Undoubtedly, he met his reward in Heaven.   
  
Sources: Hunter. 1995. Science and the Shape of Orthodoxy. Boydell. Jacob. 1977. Robert Boyle and the English Revolution. 
Franklin. Newman & Principe. 2002. Alchemy Tried in the Fire. U. of Chicago. Principe. 1998. The Aspiring Adept. Princeton U. All 
in part. Internet: Many on Boyle, Hooke, Newton, Boyle’s Law and others.      
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The Nuts and Bolts (and Washers) of Chemistry 
Jim Hebden, Ph.D. 

 
People are often confused and frustrated by the terms used by chemists to describe the ‘stuff’ that makes up the world. Chemical 
words such as atom, element, molecule, compound, mixture, solution and isotope can draw a blank stare and a “Huh?” when chemists 
start to talk. Let’s see if we can make these chemistry words easier to understand. 
 
Stop right now and go get 6 identical bolts (any size) with 6 identical washers that fit the bolts and 6 identical nuts that fit the bolts. If 
possible, get one more bolt that is the same type as your other 6 bolts and which fits the nuts you selected, but is either longer or 
shorter. (We will call this the ‘special bolt’.) 
 
Atoms are the building blocks that make everything around us. Scientists have found about 100 different types of atoms. The problem 
with atoms is that they are too small to see (millions and millions of them could fit inside the period at the end of this sentence), so 
that you have a hard time trying to imagine what they are and how they make up the world. So … we will pretend that nuts, bolts and 
washers are 3 types of atoms called ‘nut atoms’, ‘bolt atoms’ and ‘washer atoms’ (these are REALLY BIG atoms, but this is our 
‘pretend’ so its okay). Let’s see if nut atoms, bolt atoms and washer atoms can help us understand some confusing chemistry words. 
 
ATOM: Pick up any nut or bolt or washer. This is an atom. (Each of the individual nuts, bolts and washers is an atom.) In the real 
world, there are gold atoms, silver atoms, carbon atoms and so on. They are too small to see but they exist never the less. 
 
ELEMENT: Gather together all the nuts and put them in your hand. This is the element nut. That’s right; one nut is a nut atom and a 
bunch of nuts is the ‘element nut’. In the real world, a gold nugget made up of bazillions of gold atoms is called the ‘element gold’. 
 

MOLECULE: Connect the first nut to the first bolt. Next, place a washer on a second bolt and then connect a nut to the end of the 
second bolt. The first nut-and-bolt set is a molecule, and the nut-and-washer-and-bolt is a second, different molecule. (Molecules 
consist of more than one atom connected together.) In the real world, a hydrogen atom and a chlorine atom combine to form a 
molecule called hydrogen chloride. Two hydrogen atoms and one oxygen atom combine to make a molecule of water. Different 
combinations of atoms make different molecules. 
 

COMPOUND: Make a total of 3 nut-and-bolt sets. Next, make a total of 3 nut-and-washer-and-bolt sets. Place all the nut-and bolt sets 
in your left hand. Now, place all the nut-and-washer-and-bolt sets in your right hand. The bunch of identical molecules in each hand is 
called a compound, and each hand contains a different compound. In the real world, there are millions of different types of molecules, 
and when you get a bazillion molecules together (enough, say, to fill a bottle) the stuff in the bottle is called a compound. [Can you see 
the following similarity? An element is the name we use to describe a bunch of the same type of atoms, and a compound is the name 
we use to describe a bunch of the same type of molecules. So, atom and molecule describe single things (which happen to be too small 
to see), while element and compound describe collections of things that are big enough to be seen and held in your hands.] 
 
MIXTURE:  Dump all the nut-and-bolt molecules in a pile and then dump all the nut-and-washer-and-bolt molecules onto the same 
pile and mix them all up. This pile containing two different types of molecules is called a mixture. (The word ‘mixture’ can mean we 
are dealing with two individual, different molecules lumped together or a bazillion of one type of molecule mixed with a bazillion of 
another type of molecule, although usually we are talking about bazillions of molecules, not just a few.) In the real world, a mixture 
might contain a bunch of sugar molecules mixed with a bunch of water molecules and a bunch of salt molecules. A special thing to 
know about a mixture is that it is not pure, like an element or compound is. Something is pure if everything in it is the same; elements 
are made of bazillions of identical atoms and compounds are made of bazillions of identical molecules. A mixture is not pure because 
it contains different types of molecules. 
 

SOLUTION: Look at the pile containing a mixture of nut-and-bolt molecules and nut-and-washer-and-bolt molecules. Let’s name the 
two types of molecules. (No, Susan and Henry aren’t the names we are going to use!) Pretend each nut-and-bolt molecule is a ‘liquid’ 
molecule and each nut-and-washer-and-bolt molecule is a ‘solid’ molecule. Because our pretend liquid molecules can dissolve and 
mix with the pretend solid molecules, they make a special type of mixture called a solution. In the real world, there are many different 
types of solutions, but the most common type of solution is a mixture created by dissolving molecules of a solid such as salt in 
molecules of a liquid such as water. 
 

ISOTOPE: Look at your ‘special bolt’ (the one that is longer or shorter than the other bolts). It makes sense that the special bolt 
would have a different weight than one of your regular bolts, doesn’t it? The special bolt will work just fine with the washers and nuts 
you selected; it is just a different length and weight and is an example of an isotope. In the real world, an isotope is a heavier or 
lighter version of an atom. Isotopes ‘look’ like atoms of the same type, behave the same way and make the same compounds; they just 
have different weights. 
 

 Well, hopefully you now understand enough to decipher some of the secret code words that chemists use, but it might do 
strange things to your head when you try to imagine what atoms are involved with a windshield washer, someone who is acting a little 
nuts and someone who sits bolt upright in bed. 
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Why Are Days ‘Shorter’ in Winter? 

Gordon R. Gore 
 

 
 

Figure 1 
 

 
Figure 2 

 

Six months after the first day of summer, the earth has revolved halfway around the sun. Its axis still points 
toward the North Star, but now it tilts away from the sun in our hemisphere. See Figure 1. Figure 2 illustrates 
that as Earth rotates on its axis, you (the happy face!) will be in daylight for fewer hours than you will be in 
darkness. If you lived on or above the Arctic Circle you would experience 24 hours of darkness on December 
21*. (In the southern hemisphere, of course, they are now experiencing summer!) December 21* is the day with 
the fewest hours of sunlight. It is called the winter solstice. 

Why Is It Colder in Winter? 
 
The earth is actually slightly closer to the sun in our winter, but there are two reasons why it is colder anyway: 
 

(1)  Sunlight strikes the northern hemisphere at a glancing angle in winter, so it has less heating effect. 
 

 (2)  There are fewer hours of daylight, which in turn means the earth is not warmed as much by the sun in 
winter in our hemisphere. 

 

*The actual date of the first day of winter may vary by a day or two. 
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Elementary Science Camp 7 
 

Twenty science campers showed up for the first elementary camp for this school year. Seven schools were represented at 
this day camp, which featured Energy Converters: Stuart Wood, A. E. Perry, Bert Edwards Science and Technology 
School, R. L. Clemitson, Arthur Hatton, O.L.P.H. and Parkcrest. The very ‘high energy’ group watched a show on 
Energy Converters, did several hands-on experiments with energy converters, and spent time in the two hands-on rooms. 
The highlight of the afternoon seemed to be the session where the kids tried ‘stomp rocket bowling’. The photos show 
some of the activities at the camp. Thank you Aurora Rotary Club of Kamloops for sponsoring the event! 
 

  
         Dean 

        
             Josh      Cody                Sean and Riordan 

       
   Anneka            Leia and Kiarrah 
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       Aidan and Marlon    Madisin, Kiarrah, Leia, Hannah, Shania 

 
Brendan and Wade make a ‘strike’ in ‘Stomp Rocket Bowling’ 

   
      Anneka, Madisin, Kiarrah     Adele Stapleton, Susan Hammond 
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Another Way to Use Jelly Marbles™ 
Gordon R. Gore 

 

   
 

       
 

Remember the Egg-in-the Bottle 
Trick? With any narrow-mouthed 
glass jar and a burning wood 
splint, you can do the same thing 
with a Jelly Marble! (The marble 
usually breaks on the way into the 
bottle.) 
 
 The burning splint warms 
the gases inside the bottle, and 
expanding gases escape past the 
marble, which acts as a valve. 
When burning ceases, the gases 
cool and their volume decreases. 
Air pressure outside the bottle is 
now higher, and it pushes the 
Jelly Marble™ into the bottle. 
 
 


